
Dexter the DIYer

Dexter lives with his wife and children in a 3 bedroom semi in 
suburbia.  He is a kitchen fitter by trade and is a competent DIYer.

He is planning to convert his garage into a play room for the kids, 
which will involve taking out the garage door, building up the wall 
and fitting a window.  He’s wondering whether he can make a 
little more room by building out and adding a porch too.

He expects to be able to do the work himself, as a friend has 
done a similar project said it wasn’t too difficult.

He has a laptop at home, but doesn’t use it much as he also has an 
iPhone to access email, news and football results.  He is quite 
comfortable to use the web to find car insurance and place the 
odd bet.
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Margaret the Campaigner
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Margaret is a 53 year old divorcee and works as a freelance 
physiotherapist.  However,  her passion is the environment and 
she spends a great deal of her spare time organising and 
campaigning against the erosion of the countryside in her area.

Over the past 5 years she has been involved in apposing the 
development of an extension to a local retail park and successfully 
prevented the erection of 2 new mobile phone masts near local 
parks.

Margaret has gotten to know the planning regulations and has 
learnt some tricks in how to raise objections.

She has developed a network of likeminded people who she 
keeps in touch with using SMS, email and Facebook.  Although she 
is not a confident user of the web and often has to rely on her 
adult son for computing advice.



Mark the Builder
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Mark is a joiner/builder who has been self-employed for just over 
a year. Most of his work has been referred to him by an architect 
friend, but he is now starting to get jobs from independent 
sources.  These jobs are frequently loft conversion and extensions 
and quite often Mark is expected by his customers to handle all of 
the planning and building regulations matters with the local 
authority.

Although Mark is quite comfortable using the web, he relies more 
communicating via SMS and voice as his mobile phone is a couple 
of years old.  He is considering upgrading to a smart phone as 
other builders he knows tell him it’s useful for getting good prices 
on materials and placing orders for delivery the next day.

His wife uses a laptop at home to do the business bookkeeping 
and invoicing.



Victor the Neighbour
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Victor is a nosey neighbour and an old curmudgeon. He has lived 
in a terraced house on his quite side street for 45 years and likes 
to know exactly what is going on.

He was given and old PC by his daughter a couple of years ago, 
but doesn’t use it much.  Except that he likes to read the Daily 
Mail website and has learnt how to post comments.  He likes to 
see that his opinions get published and other people agree with 
them.

He was made aware of his local council’s online planning system 
when he saw it on notification letter he got about a neighbour’s 
extension a few months ago and has since used it to raise 
objections to any applications that he doesn’t like, which is 
basically all of them.



Jennifer the Architect

Jennifer is a 25 year old architecture graduate who is undertaking 
her 2 year practical experience with a local architect’s practice.  
As part of her experience, she is expected to lead on smaller 
commercial and domestic projects.

As part of her responsibilities is to understand the current 
planning restrictions and work within them as well as submit 
planning applications on behalf of her clients
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Amar the Developer

Amar has worked for Wimrat Home Plc for the past 15 years.  
His role is to work with his colleagues to identify which of their 
plots of land are suitable and most profitable for development 
into housing estates.

Once the opportunities have been identified and the right sort of 
housing development selected, he works with architects and 
planners to relay the requirements that the local authorities place 
on housing developments and identifies potential blockers in 
order to ease the planning application process.

As his area is the whole of the North of England he has to keep 
up to date with the planning strategies and rules of dozens of 
local authorities.  As so much of his work is site based, his 
employer provides him with a laptop and Blackberry smartphone.  
However, he also has a personal iPhone that he prefers to use to 
access the Internet.
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